READING OBJECTS

Find one object you like.

Draw it. (Get It)

How did people use it? (Get It Clear)
  __ to get food
  __ to make things
  __ to travel
  __ to get information
  __ to ________________________________

Write a sentence or draw a picture that tells about someone who used it. (Think More)

Why is this an important object? (Think It Through.)
READING OBJECTS

GET IT

GET IT CLEAR

THINK IT THROUGH

Write words that describe an object. (Get It)

Write at least five words that describe it.

Give your list to another person.

Ask that person to look for your object. (Get It Clear)

Check that person's response. (Think It Through)
Did they get the object you described?

If not, was it a problem with your list, or were there other objects that the words you used fit?

If so, then give them more descriptive words so only your object fits.